


These chapters  are going to  cover the last  few remaining details,  but  you  are going to have to  workout some of  the  
remaining details yourself, everything you need to know for finishing the model we have covered over the course of this  
tutorial, check over Charles Casimiro blueprints and you will see what needs to be done.

                                                                 1: Navigation Lights (domes) – (12 Lights)  
                                                           2: Hull decals (red stripes / yellow pennant and other hull details)
                                                           3: Windows
                                                           4: Elevator tube behind the bridge. (create a Disc and extrude it to scale).

But first let us return to the Primary Hull, we have some work to finish on the underSide of it, the 3 grooves going around it.

Remember this Primary Hull shape, I said it could be of some use later, even in the event you want to increase the Sides on 
the Primary Hull, In this case it is to help me line up 3 Discs that create the groove in the lower Primary Hull.

First I created a Disc over one of the grooves that goes around the lower section of the Primary Hull, I entered 27 Sides, I 
can line up these 2 Points with the background spline line we created for the Primary Hull, I created this in the middle  
groove.

Then I deleted the Points I do not need and have just over a half the Disc remaining,  

 I will copy and move this to the other two grooves. 



I moved the remaining half of the Disc up to the top groove and guessing where it should go and used the Rotate Tool to 
help line up the 2 positioning Points.

Now I have 3 Discs set up and in position, we need to Lathe them. 

Use the bottom view to help position them, as always use the Set-Value Tool (v) to position the object on the Center Axis.

Lathe them, if you gave the Primary Hull 100 Sides then give this 100 Sides, Set-Value them to the X-axis before Lathing.



Place the Lathe object in the background.

Now if you get this (as I did) its because I did not flip the surface before Boolean cutting. 

So select some Polygons (they are there just flipped the wrong way on my model) and press keys Alt-Gr + ] to select all.

Then press (f) on your keyboard to Flip them.



Now the reason the polygon selection worked is because we did not Merge the Points and only the groove surfaces where 
selected, you can merge the Points now (m), I eliminated 600 Points when I did it which tally up with the Primary Hull  
Sided been 100 Sides,

  Now save the model.

Before we go on, you could start rearranging each major section of the model into better organized layers, and delete the 
Guide´s and the Boolean cutting objects that you have used over the course of this tutorial, you can also save the object  
under a different name saving the Tools created and work on a new models with the freedom to make any error with ease.

Navigation Lights

These are easy you can use the same method as the Bridge Dome and remove the half you don´t need, you can use this 
object for all the Lights, just copy the obj – move the obj into position – paste the original copied obj back into place you 
can work on one Side of the model and them mirror to the other Side when done.

When you have it placed, you can copy the same object and move it over to the next position and reduce the size of it so it  
fits, for the Side Navigation Lights, simply move the top one out (in the front view) and use the Rotate Tool and line it up 
with the angle of the hull.



Then the Lower Navigation Light has  Small Rim going around the top sometimes it looks to much like a bulb so I have 
done it my way.

This is the view I have in the front view-port with the Side Navigation light.

Now there is also the light on the Secondary Hull near the hangar bay doors and I used a copied Navigation Lights object 
from the Primary Hull and moved it down into position and then used the Rotation Tool to give it the right angle to line up 
with the hull which for me was (4.0º).



  

There is also the top Lights, the large one is red and the other too are green in color, 
I am not sure of the shape of these, so it possible they will need alteration later.

Use the Disc Tool and leave it with the default 24 Sides. 

Use Rounder Tool, you can use the setting above.

Use the Box Tool again and round the Sided with the Radius / Radius Segments.



Copy and move the object back and over the second light in the backdrop image.

Selecting the Stenciled area I use the Smooth Shift to move them down slightly.

Now for the Navigation light above the Warp Engine, you can use the one we made for the Primary Hull, just copy it and 
move into a new position and paste original copied back into place.

You can dispense with these as they are not on the studio model, but don´t you think they should be there ? 

 



Then there are the 2 Lights on the Side of the bridge.

Create a Ball and alter the setting to what you see above, do this in another layer you can place it in the same layer as the  
other Navigation Lights when its done. 



Use the Rotate Tool and adjust in the Front view into position. 

Delete the surface that will be within the frame of the bridge, I have placed this into the same layer as the other Navigation  
Lights. 

I have now mirrored the Navigation Lights to the other Side.

That’s it for the Navigation Lights apart from changing the surface setting to change how they look, in this case color and 
illumination / glow.
  



For the remainder of the Lights are the windows or portholes and I will not be going through each one, it will a task of  
creating the shape of the windows/portholes either the Square Shape or Disc shape then moving and lining the window up 
with the backdrop images.

The window / Portholes

This will be an over-view of how I make and place the windows, there are too many to go through one by one. 

For the Square Windows / Portholes I used the Setting above and again used the Radius / Segments to curve the edges, once 
done Merge (Shift+Z) the Polygons and remove the remaining 0 Polygons via the Points Statistic (w) Tool, I removed 4.

I used the neck pylon windows as a reference its the flattest windows on the blueprints, my thinking is that the windows will  
have a standard height if not depth so I am building them that way, apart from 1 or 2 on the Secondary Hull).

For the Disc I used 32 Sides, but I think more is better, perhaps 60 Side.  but you can add more if you want depending on 
how close you plan on getting to them in an image or animation, the scale in the Y and Z axis is estimation only at 1´4”.

I started lining them up, placing them into position and use the same square and Disc windows on the Primary Hull and the  
Secondary Hull 



Before going on I decided to clean up the segments on the Side of the Primary Hull, 
again I want the segments to work for me

No matter how you do this, its time consuming effort and working it out yourself is part of building any model, the windows 
and how to position them would require more images and pages of data I am not willing to spend on it, remember at the  
start, modeling is trial and error. 

Lets start with the Forward Discs, these are windows on some blueprints and on others they are forward sensors, personally 
I like them as sensor or as defectors. 

You will note I have changed the angle of the window Disc by Rotating it so it will line up with the angle of the hull Side,  
you need to do this for All the Windows, just the single poly as it easier to see what you are doing. 

For the lower and the tear drop shape its a matter of giving the window the same angle as the hull and rotating them into  
position. 



For the Secondary Hull it the same process, but arrange a number of the Square and Disc Shapes along the length of the hull 
then copy and rotate them into position either in groups or individually as you need. 

This is what you should have all the windows/portholes placed as close as to the backdrop image as possible, and be sure  
you don´t forget the Hangar Bay Lights indicated with the Yellow Arrows.



Then I Smooth Shift the surface (make sure they are all facing the same direction, by this I mean, if your looking at the Side  
and you see the solid surface then they should all have the same face), I Offset by 5´ but it will depend on how close you got 
the window shapes to the hull.

Now I here I also copied each of the main parts of the model and pasted them into new layers, in the event of an error, I still  
have the originals. 

Now check each window shape and see it its passing through the hull and if so solid drill – Stencil (Shift + C) and check for 
the result. After you stenciled the windows in use the Merge Tool (m) to reduce any unnecessary Points.



The result for the Primary Hull. 
Some times the Rounder Tool can be just that (A Tool) it would not do as I expected and caused me some frustration here,  
So I suggest you do the windows slowly and a few at a time.

The result for the hull dorsal pylon.

The Tear-Drop Shape may give you some trouble but its a matter of taking your time and tweaking them to fit, its trial and 
error result for the tear-drop or the 2 and 3 deck.



But before we alter them check that these Points where 2 surface cross each other (or the lines intersect) see if you need to  
merge them, you can see in the image I have 2 point select in the image above but in the sel field has 4, so we merge them. 

Time to give the windows/porthole a Rim use the Smooth Shift and Offset by -2”, (I altered the surface color to illustrate).

You can now give the Inner Area a new window/porthole surface name, I am using Window Lights On here, or if you want 
to call these sensors and color them so they are different to the other Lights.

For when the light is off, I gave the name Windows Lights Off, and I did not make the window/porthole black just a darker 
Grey. 



Don´t for get the Warp Engine Support 

The Insignia´s and Pendent´s

The Red Stripes on the Sides are easy, use the Pen Tool and trace the shapes.

Tracing around as you go.

For the pendent I used the Spline Draw Tool, you trace around and use the closed curve option when you reach the end.



 Re-edit update

         As I was unable to locate a suitable image to display while I was building the Enterprise. 
         I spent a bit of time after looking to see if I could find better images to work with in this
         section, no disrespect to Charles blueprints, I really wanted to see an Image with higher
         Resolution. 
          
         So I redid the decal and this is what ended up with, I will post this on my Blog for anyone
         who would like to use it in there build of the Enterprise.  
   
         Gerard

  
 

 

Create a square and give a name like Yellow Pendent place the Spline Shape in the background and use the Solid Drill and 
Stencil with the surface name of the colored object, and OK it.

Then you can Stencil the same shape out of the red section with the yellow shape, then place the Pendent in to it.

With the main area in the main layers and with the surfaces in the background Stencil them in, use the Red Stripe surface 
and OK it. 



You will have to fix the color for the Pendent (yellow).

Like so, as you can see the shape of it is not great on mine, I will have to search for a clearer image and fix it later.

The Secondary Hull defector housing.

Returning to the defector housing area, we are going to return it to it position in the Secondary Hull section, But we will do  
it in 2 stages, first select the other section and assign it the same name as the Secondary Hull, if you named them.

I have alter the surface color here to help illustrate what is happening. 



Here again, checking to see how it looks in place. You can see the inner housing has the default color.

The inner section retains the name you have it, if not give it a name now, 0012 Secondary Hull Defector Housing. 

Then copy the Defector Housing and place it back into the Main Secondary Hull layer, now press (m) to Merge the Points.

With the restored Grey color.  



Primary Hull Details

Triangular shape on the lower Primary Hull

Using the Pen Tool I traced out the shape, making it slightly longer than then I need as I moved inward.

Going back to the layer with the Primary Hull I selected the Polygons in the same area then I copy it. 

Now paste it into a new layer.



Then I Extruded the triangular shape and place it in the background layer and Stenciled it.

Now I want to use the curve of the lower hull we copied, if you look at the backdrop image you see the wider part has that  
same curve, if you don´t have it arranged as I have it (by chance) undo the Stencil operation and use the Band Saw to create 
the curve in this area.  

 I merge the Polygons until you have it like this above, then delete the remaining Points.

Now I want to take the lower or inner part of this (where you see the highlighted Points) and place it into a new layer, We 
are going to need that later for a minor detail.



Select and Copy these Polygons and place then in a new layer. 

Then delete the remaining outer area until you have the basic shape, this is why I made the triangle that bit longer.

We have the object in a curve.

 Flatten it using the Stretch Tool and Merge (Shift + Z) all the segments together as you can see above.



Then select all these Points except the 4 Points at the edges and the wide curve area, they hold the shape of the curve.

Then Bevel the triangular shape, Inset to 1´8”., You can see in the image the lower wider part showing why we need to keep 
the Points where they where.

If you have these 2 Points and the segment overlapping each other, weld them yellow to red to maintain the shape.

There is the center area, select it and delete it. 



This is how it look against the ships hull.

Give it a surface name, I called it Hull Grey Decal.

Change the color to a darker Grey, (it can be altered later with the surface editor), now MirrorX it.

Place the  Primary Hull in the main layer and the  Triangular shapes the background layer and we can stencil it using the 
Solid Drill and you will have to reassign the Stenciled area the surface name again, Hull Grey Decal.



 This is looking just fine. 

Then there is the object we saved so we can work on that hull detail, (no idea what it for).

Use the Band Saw Pro Tool and cut with the edges on either Side of the backdrop image shape and line up as best you can.

Cut to this shape.



Then I Extruded the object down slightly, best guess then if needed Flip the surface (f). 

You can use the BandSaw Pro along the center.

Then select the Points along either Side of the object (the Side facing outward too) or as you see in the image.

Now for the Rounder Tool and enter the setting you see above or as close as you need to get without Points / Segments over  
lapping. 



This is how the model looks now. 

Remaining Details 

I have also been making some surface alterations on the lower sensor dome, the fan like detail, simply I selected the surface 
and change the surface name in these areas and it gives us that effect and it works just nicely.
When you change the surface name look to giving the same smooth angle in your Display Options and don´t make it as dark  
as I have it here, it a lighter shade then what I have above, that is only for display.

Then there is this detail on the (2) Side umbilical´s 



Using the Box Tool create this shape covering the backdrop and give it a Line or Segment through the center in the Y-axis.

Move the Points that will be Exterior to the Secondary Hull back on each Side to create a slight angle.

Then select the 4 edge Points at either end. 

Then use the Rounder Tool enter the setting above or setting you think will work best for you. 



We have some unnecessary Polygons here, so we will remove them.

Move into position at the Side of the Umbilical and Delete the inner section as you see here, cut using the Knife Tool.

Now MirrorY in Multiply, then select the Rear section of the mirrored obj and pull back to cover the lower shape.

For the forward area detail (I have no idea what this is, so I called these pieces Secondary Hull Umbilical´s Details?). 



Using the Knife Tool I cut through the box object at the required angle and deleted the surplus section.

hen use the Bevel Tool and use the inset option and set it to around 2”. 

Delete the surrounding area until you have only the inner beveled objects remaining. 

Using the Smooth Shift Tool and Offsetting by 5” (alter to suit) to bring the Side out.



I then with the outer surface still selected used the Rounder Tool and entered the setting above.

Adjust the position to line up with the Secondary Hull and if your happy with it paste into the same layer as the Secondary  
Hull. 

A few remaining details.

Around the ship there are these basic shape details, 

Discs, squares, rectangles, etc, basic shapes that should be easy to build and stencil into the hull. 



Lets start with the top of the Secondary Hull

Create a Box shape (no more hints) drag it to cover the shape in the top backdrop image, when you have it covered, Bevel it 
and then delete the center, give it the same surface name Hull Red Decal using the surface (q), then Extrude it to shape.

Then Stencil it as you see above. The same process applies to all the others shapes.

The remainder of the shapes are done the same way using the box Tool or the Disc Tool, you have the basic understanding  
to complete these last few steps without much direction. 

You simply create the overall shape and Bevel, Delete and Extrude.



Stencil them in, Give the surface names & colors, the yellow could I used the Hull Yellow Pendent surface, and the white 
area in the small square I gave Hull white Decal.

These are the shape´s I made for the Warp Nacelles, we have used this approach in the tutorial for the Defector Disc clamp.

These area for the Primary Hull near the Impulse Engines. 
  

Then there are the 4 square shapes round the top of the Primary Hull, the 2 at the rear are further out from the center than  
the forward 2, look to the grid-lines as your guide they are on either Side, the rear 2 are also larger. 



The 3 shapes on the Tear-drop shape are easy enough to do, you can see in the bottom 2 view-ports shape has an angle, this  
is to keep the shape level when we stencil into the teardrop curve, if not you will have a rounded look to it, check images.

You can see the effect of the level section at the back of the tear-drop.

I decided not to show how I made it, you have done a lot harder work getting this far.



The Naming of Star Ships

The Text

We now can start to add names to our ship using the text Tool, this is my preferred way of doing it as there is no bleeding or 
blurring of the text when you get close to the ships hull as you can with textures. You can see I have my complete model in  
the first layer.

The text Tool is in the Create area of the Top Bar Tabs, you no doubt have seen it over the course of this tutorial. 

Before you can go any further you need the right Font, but we can thank Charles Casimiro again for this as he created the 
type we need, so go here and download the font you want to use. and install into your font folder.

How to install fonts in windows-vista

We will be using is the Multi Text Tool for this.
 

But I will not stenciling the name and registry into the main body of the hull, but the Enterprise name and registry will be  
modeled and placed in a separate layer, or any other name you wish to use, the exceptions are the small numbers you see on 
the Secondary Hull, this frees up the over all design and you can then name and change the model name as you wish. 

We will  start  on the  Primary Hull  Saucer,  the  Top Name  and  Registry and then the  Lower Saucer Registry,  this text 
operation is simple enough but requires some Rotation and some Positioning into place. Unless your going to use Texture 
Maps.

http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/airborne.html
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-vista/Install-or-uninstall-fonts


First select the surface area you going to place the name, Copy it and Paste into a new layer. 

Like I have done here

                                                            Photographer Unknown



Open Multi Text, select the Font you want, in my case its Airborne 400 and I align it to the center and in the Y-axis, then set 
the  Scale to (15´) and the  Kern (1.0%), Kern is to control  the spacing of the letters  (its  also optional and not really  
necessary for this as you will have to manually move the text) in this then type the name into the field indicated. U.S.S. 
ENTERPRISE in capital letters.

The 3 numerical fields where you see (moving from the left to right) in the text window, relate to the X-axis, Y-axis and the 
Z-axis so entering 160´ or so in to the Y-axis will give us the height we need (approx) and 56´ into the Z-axis will place it  
over the text on the backdrop image.  

This is my result, we have the text, but we have more work to do on it, you will note that the letters R, P, R in Enterprise 
have filled centers where we should have open space.
But we do have the outline of the centers of these latter´s, so copy them and paste into a new layer, where you can stencil  
the center back in.



Once you have them in the next layer,  adjust  their  positioning (up or  down)  Extrude so they pass  through the letters 
indicated and Stencil them.

 The letters may flip over when this happens, you can then delete the center area.

Then flip the letters back and you can see we have the name as we need it to look.

Now give it a Surface (q) Name, I am using (Name and Reg) I also changed the color to a dark Grey and make it the default 
setting for the remaining registry letters and numbers.



Like so, its the right color more or less.

It´s not facing the right way around so Rotate the surface 180º and enter the setting you see in the center X - Y - Z fields if 
your text is place where mine is.

 It should now just line up as we want it too 

Some letters will need minor adjustment.

Do this in the top view-port



Then Extrude the letters so they are passing through the copied surface as you can see above. 

Then use the Solid drill to Stencil the name into the surface, give it the surface name you created for it, in my case name and 
reg then OK it.

This looks OK so we can now move on to the registry.  You can delete the letters we made for this.



The Registry is the same approach but the scale goes up to  33´ the other settings remain the same only difference is the 
name to enter, I made a space between each letter and number here.

Then Rotate so the Registry faces the right way, fix the (0) in the 1701 as it has the same problem as the R-P-R letter in 
Enterprise.

Once its facing the right way, I move each letter and number into position and Rotated them manually so they line up more 
or less as close as I can get to the backdrop image. 



Then Stencil the Registry into the Copied surface.

Now we have the Registry where the hull curve slightly, like the Top Name and Reg we only need a small area to work 
with.

Select and copy the surface area we need. 

Paste these into a new layer. 



Change the Scale to 15´ and I altered the center setting so it will appear over the Right Side Registry (up Side down to you 
and me) and just below the curve of the hull. 

But you will see that it does not look quite right, the letters and numbers are facing the Wrong way and up side down.

So in the Side View Rotate the Registry180º.



Like so, then adjust the position of the Reg and fix the (0) in the 1701 again. 

Now that I have this Side into position (Port-Side BTW)

Now that I have this Side into position (port-Side BTW), I MirrorX it over.

Rotate again in the Side view. 



This looks better, then flip (f) the surface and then Extrude up into the copied section of the curved hull.

Then Stencil into the copied surface. 

Now for the Warp Nacelles. 



In this one change the Axis to X, Scale to 15´, the Kern to 5.0% and OK it.

It appears near enough to where we want it to be and only requires the usual and minor adjustments, namely the ( 0). It will 
be located in the center of the tear-drop shape.

From here I moved it out into it proper position.



But before you do, Mirror the Reg to the other Side.

On the Left (Port-Side) the Reg is not lining as we want up.

This time use the Top View and Mouse click near the Center area and Rotate 180º.

When you have it Rotated, move it into position so it lines up with the other Side, then Flip (f) the surface so its facing out 
to the right direction. 



Select and Copy part of either nacelle and place them into a New Layer and Stencil your Reg into the Copied objects.

This is the result, Select the Text or Just delete the surrounding object 

There are some numbers on the Secondary Hull that you can also add. 

They are (starting from the aft area near the fantail) 1837—1387—1337—705—102 moving forward and I stenciled them 
into the hull, my only exception. 



For these I scaled them at 2´ and positioned the first one at – 429´.

Need to fix the 8.

When that was done, I created the shape above it using the Box Tool. 



Then I Mirrored the number and fix its orientation like the nacelles, then in the front view Rotate into position and Stenciled 
them into the hull. 

Repeating this operation with the other numbers. 

Creating them on the central line, fixing what needs to be fixed, using the basic shape above the numbers for all and moving 
then into position and stenciling them into the hull. 

Now select all the surface you made and place them without the surrounding area into a new layer, you are not finished just  
yet.
You need to move each Registry Up – Down – or Out, depending on which one it is so its just above it relative surface, in 
the case of the top saucer the direction is up, 



They must be see above the surface they where created from.

Select the relevant surface then use the move Tool.

So that you will see it just above the Primary Hull, Offset in the Y-axis by about 0.06” or a little more if required so its just 
above the hull.
You can repeat the same process for the other registries as you need and you can have each ship registry in its own layer  
(this is one way to do it) like you have above and in the Top Bar Tabs look under View, then look in the Side bar Tools for 
Layers and locate layer settings, with this you can name each layer. Example
                                                              Layer 1—Place the main model
                                                              Layer 2—Place the text registry object ie Enterprise
                                                              Layer 3—Place the text registry object ie Endeavor
                                                              Layer 4—Place the text registry object ie Constellation.



Before you can use these registry´s in a render or animation you will need to turn off its cast shadow feature. When you load 
the model into layout the first time, you will see the names you gave to the layers. Select the layer with the names and go 
down to properties on the bottom bar.

Click on properties and a new options window will open and across the top you will see a number of options, select the  
layer with the name of the text, in my case I gave the Ship its class name Constitution-Class: Star Ship and the Text has the 
ship name. This is so the name will not cast a shadow over the hull below running the effect that the name is printed on the  
hull etc.

This is how the model looks with everything intact and displayed. 



The basic setting I have given each surface is what you see above.

The naming of these surfaces still needs editing and arrangement. The Smooth Threshold will depend on requirements of 
the surface in question, most surface average smooth threshold is between 10.0º on my model, on some parts like the Inter-
cooler´s on the warp nacelle require a little more 20.0º will do it on these surfaces.

In the first layer you place the main model In the second layer you place the name and registries now its time to save the  
model and call it finished. 

The color of the hull surface like you see here, its not white or Grey but between them both with a hint of green/blue your  
views are as good as mine so experiment here with the setting as you feel work best. 



You can see in the color pallet the red green and blue numeric fields are set as follows:

 Red 166 
Green 175 
Blue 172

You can learn more about the color on Doug Drexler´s personal website/blog:
where there is a Discussion on the color of the Enterprise. 

But perhaps you will want to name the ship something else, for your conSideration here is the list of Star ships in the same 
class a the Enterprise. 

From
The Star Trek Encyclopedia: A Reference Guide to the Future 

written by Michael Okuda and Denise Okuda, with Debbie Mirek, and illustrated by Doug Drexler.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doug_Drexler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denise_Okuda
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Okuda
http://drexfiles.wordpress.com/2009/09/07/what-color-is-the-tos-enterprise/


Parting Words
A few parting words and suggestions for your Consideration.

Non-Planer Polygons: this is something we all have to deal with and the quickest way to remove them is shift T, which 
triples the Polygons, you access that with the statistics (w) option, but it does increase render times, working out how to  
decrees the non-planner takes time. 

No model is ever finished you will find that there is always something you can improve on, I know some modelers that have  
built the Enterprise several times and each time improved on their approach to building it.  

I know I have learned much while writing this tutorial and building the model without using the many plug-in that would 
make making this Enterprise build a lot easier. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The plug-in´s that could have helped

Vertbevel (Pay for)

Jettobevel (Free)   
Either of these plug-ins could on the Secondary Hull fantail and the nacelle cowls

where you just select the surface and round them easily check them out.
 

For a large in-depth site for lightwave Tutorials go 
Here

You can also find some very useful plug-ins for Lightwave here
Plug-ins 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Enterprise Images

These are sites that can help you to build the model and I even as I have finished the Enterprise, I find that I could have  
improved on it in a few areas. 

Modelermagic

Phil Broad´s Site 

There are a number of people whose tutorials have made a big difference to my modeling and this tutorial, I would also like 
to thank them for their hard work and sharing it.

Scifieric
Whose Blender and TrueSpace tutorials have been of great help. 

How to Build the Starship USS Enterprise in Blender:

Evil_genius_180 aka Chris Martin
How to Build the Starship Enterprise in TrueSpace 3.2
Constellation-class B & C Deck in TrueSpace tutorial

evil_genius_180 stresses that its target readers are those that are familiar with 
TrueSpace and have a basic understanding of how the TrueSpace works.

EG180s Blog

For more tips and tricks, 
a must read is Elowan´s lightwave tutorials found on Foundation3d in PDF format. 

Elowan does Lightwave: 
Part 1

Elowan does Lightwave: 
Part 2

Elowan does Lightwave: 
Part 3

http://www.foundation3d.com/index.php?categoryid=39&p2_articleid=124
http://www.foundation3d.com/index.php?categoryid=39&p2_articleid=122
http://www.foundation3d.com/index.php?categoryid=39&p2_articleid=104
http://evilgenius180.wordpress.com/about/
http://www.3dscifi.com/forums/showthread.php?2256-Constellation-class-Version-2.0/page13
http://www.3dscifi.com/forums/showthread.php?469-How-to-Build-the-Starship-Enterprise-in-TrueSpace-3.2%20
http://www.3dscifi.com/forums/showthread.php?2367-How-to-Build-the-Starship-USS-Enterprise-in-Blender-2.49-WARNING-Image-Intensive!
http://www.cloudster.com/Sets&Vehicles/STEnterprise/EnterpriseTop.htm
http://www.modelermagic.com/?p=8672
http://www.lwplugindb.com/index.aspx
http://members.shaw.ca/lightwavetutorials/Main_Menu.htm
http://www.lwplugindb.com/Plugin.aspx?id=ff71b904
http://www.skstudios.com/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1


I would enjoy hearing about how you got on with the model and the tutorial in general, so you can find me on these sites. 

 Foundation3d
Has the largest community of Lightwave users both hobbyist and professional alike are found here 

Other 3D programs are welcomed.

3DGladiators
Multi 3D community, Lightwave, Truespace, Blender, all are welcome

3DRH
A new 3D community site on the scene and one to watch. 

I hope you found this, my first tutorial in lightwave helps to give you a running start into the Tools and basic approach to 
building a model, in this case the Enterprise from Star Trek, almost 50 years old this design still captures the imagination 

and dreams of many. 

Space: The final frontier 

My Blog
Taranis Sci-fi Flotsam

Best of luck in your modeling 
 Gerard Duffy 

The End

This work is copyright to Gerard Duffy (Taranis) 2011.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission. 
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